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Searching requests 
 
 

Sorting: 
Request search results can now be sorted by Last Action Date (restored option), Local Due Date, Date Shipped 
and Return Date (maximum of two sort keys). 

 

 
 

 

Searching Locked requests: (test needed) 
It is not possible to use a standard or an advanced request search to find requests which have been locked by 
another staff member. 
To find their own locked requests, staff members can use the standard search without entering anything into 
the Search Criteria box.  

 
 
 

New Advanced Request search on Circulation errors: 
We have added a new request search option to allow staff to search requests by specific circulation errors. [Not 
applicable yet to the BCI system). 

 
 
 

Request Title searches which start with “and” or “or” or “not”: 
VDX was treating title phrase searches that started with the words “and” or “or” or “not” as though they were 
Boolean search terms and consequently returning errors because the Boolean searches appeared to be 
malformed.  
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Searching for requests via Due Date: 
When choosing Due Date in the standard request search, nothing would happen after clicking the Submit 
button for the first time in the current session. However, using the keyboard “ENTER” key worked OK, and after 
that the submit button worked correctly for all subsequent Due Date searches.  
Other standard searches did not have this problem, and the due date search worked OK when used from the 
advanced search page.  
 
 

Users Records:  
 
 

Edition of a user record:  

 

 
When editing users, the system was getting stuck with the first user to be edited. Searching for a different user 
resulted in the original user record coming up when viewing user details or attempting to edit a user. 
 
 

Brokering 
 
 
Brokering original lending request: 
VDX no longer displays the original lending request for requests coming from OCLC. Only the brokered requests 
(borrowing requests) are displayed. 
 
Brokering and renewal requests:  
When an OCLC borrower sends a renewal request for an overdue request, the message is transmitted to the 
lender.  
 
Brokering and SFX Web service:  
The SFX Web service has been activated for the creation of lending rotas for requests. The pick list will display 
the call number “SFX …” (for example: SFX12 for Université de Sherbrooke).  
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Brokering (un-tested) : 
Under certain circumstances a request from WSILL contains a client name but not a client id. When these 
requests get brokered - it is sometimes necessary for the brokering staff to initiate a Local Change Request 
Details or Request action on the brokered request to get it fulfilled. When brokering staff did this they noticed 
that the broker’s name was getting substituted for the client’s name in the request.  
We have now changed how these to actions behave, so that they only update the client name if it is blank to 
start with.  
 
 
 

Dates and Hours  
 
 
Date and Time:   
The time in the Entry Date of a request is now registered correctly for borrowing requests. 

 
 
 

ISO ILL Request Date not updating after end of rota:  
The message time stamp was not getting updated when a request went from End-Of-Rota to a new added 
location. The new request message kept the timestamp of when the request went to End-of-Rota.  

 
 
Due Date in a user alert:  
The due date which can be included in user alerts no longer displays hours, minutes and seconds (always in the 
form 00:00:00) but rather a standard date format: 25-APR-2013, for example. 
 
 
ILL Message time stamps: 
The date last action that gets displayed depends on the type of action:  
 

  Last  Action / Message Date Displayed 
  Shipped  Date Shipped 
  Received  Date Received 
  Returned   Date Returned 
  Other   Message time stamp 

 
 
 

Actions 
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Action Resend : 
Only for ISO transactions. 
It is now possible to resend a message that was lost to a partner. Only if the message was not received by the 
partner.  
 
 
Pickup locations :   
When a staff member creates a request in VDX for a user, it is now the default Pickup Location registered in the 
user’s record which will display. 

 
 
 
Generic Script:  
After a Renew Answer-Yes is received from the lending library, the borrowing request returns to a status of 
Received, rather than Shipped. 
 
 
Send User Alert action:  
If a user’s email address was present in a request but not in the user record, the action Send User Alert 
displayed a blank field instead of the user’s email address. This has been corrected.  
 
 
New action: “Cancel Now” 

 
We have added a new variant of the Cancel action for use with Laser transactions called Cancel Now.  
The standard Cancel action asks the lender to agree to a cancellation - and does not actually cancel the request 
unless the Lender responds with a Cancel-Reply=Yes.  
The new Cancel Now action simply cancels the current transaction immediately without asking for agreement 
from the lender and automatically moves the request on to the next Lender in the Rota.  
Cancel Now is not available for ISO ILL transactions because the ISO ILL protocol only supports the mutually 
agreed form of Cancel operation.  
 
 

Automated Overdues: 
The automatic overdue functionality kicks in based on the request’s status. For a lender there is no status 
change when the borrower has done a Returned action.  
This meant that overdues were being sent even though the borrower had marked the request as having been 
returned.  
We have refined the logic of the overdue processor to take notice of when the borrower Returns the item. 
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Manual addition of a location to the top of the rota : 

 
 
It is now possible to manually add a new location to the top of an existing rota rather than have to enter it at the 
bottom then shift it up through the list.  
We have added two the selected rota locations list:  
Move to Top and Move to Bottom  
These complement the existing Up and Down actions.  
 
 
Terminated requests (Borrowing) : 
The Terminated queue stopped showing terminated requests once the lender answered cancel reply yes. These 
requests now remain visible in the queue until they are completed.  
 
 
Shipped screen took no notice of current service type  
When a lender changed the current service type via the Change Current Service Type action - the subsequent 
shipped screen was not paying attention to the current-service-type, but continued to work from the original 
primary requested-service-type.  
To fix this problem, we have added the ability to change the current service type from within the Shipped action 
screen as well as from the Change Current Service Type action.  
When the service type is updated from loan to copy or vice versa, the due date field is displayed or hidden 
appropriately so that the due date is only visible if the selected shipped service type is loan Service  
 
 

Other features 
 

 
Browser “auto-fill” actions creating requests in WebAdmin: 
We were seeing with some browsers (IE11 and Firefox) that if you had auto-complete/auto-fill turned on, it 
automatically entered the barcode saved on the patron barcode field of the request creation page, so that when 
staff submitted a request on behalf of a patron - it was validating the autofilled barcode instead of the barcode 
they actually wanted linked to the request.  
We have changed the form so that the patron barcode field cannot be auto-filled by the browsers. 
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Document Delivery:  
The DocumentDeleter program was mis-handling the “Max Days since first notified” document expiry rule so 
that documents were not expiring when they should have been.  This program also control the expiry rule of the 
documents send by VDX lenders. 
 
 
ISO Status Or Error Message: 
The VDX ISO ILL Receiver was crashing when processing Status Or Error Report messages from Relais.  
The driver was failing to convert 8 bit character strings to Unicode strings before writing them to the log files.  
 
 
Local holdings publication info in MARC 264 rather than in MARC 260: 
We have updated our holdings parsers to look for publication info in MARC 264 subfields (Production, 
Publication, Distribution, Manufacture info) as well as in MARC 260 subfields (Publication, Distribution, Imprint).  
 
 
IE9 (no tested) : 
VDX 8.1 onwards did not work correctly with Explorer IE9 - they were unable to action requests. This has been 
fixed for 8.3. 
 
 
OpenURL processing (to validate) : 
The verification source for the requested item was not getting stored from incoming OpenURL requests. 
 
 
Unicode support:  
Request printout now supports Unicode. 
 
 
POS printers:  
The fonts used (Arial and Arial MS Unicode) for bookbands and labels improve the printout results for this type 
of printer. 
 
 
Links in ZPortal :  
When a hyperlink (MARC field 856) appears in the details of a bibliographic record in ZPortal, this link now 
works. 
 
  
Creating locations on the fly:  
A Generic Script request can no longer create a new location on the fly. Only ISO requests can create locations 
on the fly. 
 
 
Shipping Bookband: 
In this report, the printed text in certains fields will overlap the right margin. (Reported to OCLC) 
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Integration of Article Exchange with VDX : 
A document will be produced. 
 

 
 


